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Any use of Keshe technology must sign World Peace Treaty,  Teaching about Magnets, 

spheres, inertia force between electron and proton same as Sun and Earth,  We observe 

light Earth gravitational fields pulls Suns light to it, the light we see on the Sun is not due 

to fusion, but Magrav fields, different colors of stars,  

THEORY: ( How matter is created ) What's happening when Nano Coated copper in salt 

water with nickel plate you get what stuff, with Cu plate get blue stuff, it's the same as 

the Sun, Nano coat is a plasma radiating MagGrav fields, The metal you choose is like a 

magnet that attracts the Gans material, CO2 magnet for example,  Lung is use to present 

contamination have to clean environment gradually, Fukoshima had Plutonium in reactor,  

Oxygen doesn't cross wall of lung or matter cross wall of intestine, MagGrav fields 

transfers,  GANS is made of a plasma of an electron and plasma of Proton, different then 

electron matter state, CNN can't show anything about Keshe Foundation,  Impurities on 

the electrodes,  Plasma has no containers goes beyond the containers,  The more Nano 

layers it expands the MagGrav field up into the atmosphere,  Understanding the action of 

the Plasma,  The pollutions carry huge amounts of rare elements, Plasmatic condition of 

CO2 causes the rare element to come into air and stick to moisture,  In industry you paint 

the Nano material on the wire, we create the condition just below melting,  For virus the 

Gans of any material has a spectrum of MagGrav, Microbes are more difficult, specific to 

this planet, Coulomb Barrier, Homeopathic works by creating a balanced field opposite, 

Homeopathic works by creating magnetic field of oxygen, by measuring field strength 

then replicate it with a Gans,  How to make light with fish pump, friction between Gans,  

Man had the knowledge in the past but lost it, can light up your way with your brain,  The 

ratio of food intake to body weight, a bat is 70%, but humans is very low, science doesn't 

know, because of MagGrav plasma fields,  PERIODIC TABLE:  

 


